The work describes an automatically online Self-tunable PI-type fuzzy inference system with application of control approach to nonlinear system. In this paper, we describe a neuro-fuzzy controller as a STFIS (Self Tuning Fuzzy Inference System) optimized online using the rules of Takagi-Sugeno type, and a back propagation learning algorithm which is used to minimize a cost function that is made up of a quadratic error term and a weight decay term that prevents an excessive growth of parameters. Then STFIS PI-type controller is synthesized. The application is done on a system of inverted pendulum to follow a predefined reference trajectory in the presences of disturbance. Some simulations with robustness tests are performed, which demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed control strategy. Results of simulations containing tests of robustness are presented and realized in MATLAB environment.
Introduction
The common methods of the automatic that were largely implemented have many problems of industrial regulation. However, the majority of the physical systems have nonlinearities and their parameters are often little known about and/or variable in time. For the control of such classes of systems, the conventional methods of the automatic have shown their limits in terms of stabilization and performances. With the considerable development of the digital computers, the automation experts have adopted more new approaches such as the predictive control, the robust control, as well as the techniques based on the artificial intelligence.
The past few years have witnessed a rapid growth in the use of fuzzy logic controllers for the control of processes, which are complex and badly defined. Most fuzzy controllers developed till now have been of the rule-based type, where the rules in the controller attempt to model the operator"s response to particular process situation.
Recently, the resurgence of interest in the field of artificial neural networks has injected a new driving force into the fuzzy literature. The back-propagation learning rule, which drew little attention till its applications to artificial neural networks was discovered, is actually an universal learning paradigm for any smooth parameterized models, including fuzzy inference systems. As a result, a fuzzy inference system can now not only take linguistic information from human experts, but also adapt itself using numerical data (input/output pairs) to achieve better performance. This gives fuzzy inference systems an edge over neural networks, which cannot take linguistic information directly. In autonomous wheeled robot, many developed learning techniques have arisen in order to generate or to tune fuzzy rules. Most of them are based on the so-called "Neuro-Fuzzy learning algorithms" as proposed by [3] , [7] , [8] . These methods are well for constructing an optimal fuzzy system model which is used to identify the corresponding practical system. Among these approaches; the "control by Neuro-Fuzzy", this control is currently one of the concerns of the researchers in the world.
The work presented in this article relates to the implementation of this technique of control with neurofuzzy and specially STFIS PI-type with the physical system: "inverted pendulum". The main objective is to determine online interpretation and optimization of rule base, with minimal time to adapt to the system. The present paper is organized in the following manner: Section 2 describes the neuro-fuzzy and proposes self-tuning fuzzy inference system (STFIS) then STFIS PI-type architecture and learning algorithm, section 3 presents the application of STFIS PI-type controller to the inverted pendulum. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
Neuro-Fuzzy
In this part of work, we present an intelligent and innovative method, combining the two techniques intelligent (fuzzy and neural) are designed to pursuing a path of a nonlinear system and they have proved their efficiency, speed and ease of implementation [4] . The system can be interpreted like a special neural network with vague parameters or like a vague system application in a parallel distributed form [7] .
Self-tuning Fuzzy Inference System STFIS
The formal analogy between a fuzzy inference system and a multilayer neural network associated with optimization algorithms is used from the retro-propagation gradient algorithm have winded up in what is called a STFIS network [1] , [8] .
Presentation of STFIS
The method provides a complete structural system with fuzzy inference for zero order Takagi-Sugeno [4] . 
4) Layer 4:
The fourth layer is the output layer. The weight w i of the network between the third and fourth layer correspond to the parties conclusion of the rules.
Architecture and learning Algorithm
For the control of the nonlinear system, Jordan [2] proposes the distal control method, which is used under the name of JEAN (Jordan method Extended for Adaptive Neural control). This architecture figure.2a needs the used of two STFIS networks: 1) A first network: to identify the system (Model).
2) A second network: to control the system (Controller).
Another architecture known as the" mini -JEAN" as illustrated in the figure.2.b. This architecture doesn"t require an emulator net-work. It uses only one network as a controller, the learning of which is done directly by the back propagation of the output error [3] .
Compared to the architecture JEAN, some equivalent performances are obtained for the mean error in generalization. On the other hand, the computing time favors clearly mini-JEAN. Optimization of adjustable parameter is accomplished with a version of the classic gradient retro-propagation algorithm adapted to net structure of fig. 2 .
In our type of controller we use back propagation gradient algorithm to adjust the weights of the last layer of the network. The general principle of this algorithm is as follows: at each iteration, we modify the weights of output layer; this change will make the weight in the opposite direction to the gradient of the cost function. The process is repeated until the weight of the output layer has converged, that is to say that the gap between the network output and the desired output becomes acceptable.
The aim is to minimize cost function E:
Where  is the difference between set point process outputs. The basic equations of the algorithm are: 
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The quality of solution obtained using this algorithm depends on input learning signals, algorithm control parameters and learning duration (number of iterations).
Algorithm of Modification Weights Regression
The procedure is entirely done on -line on the engine. The table of rules (weights i w ) can be initially empty or filled with an a priori knowledge. The engine acquires by its systems output measures , calculates the error to back-propagated , updates the triggered rules on-line .The weights of the table of decision are then adjusted locally and progressively .The cost function is given by [8] :
Where E is the classic quadratic error, w i are the parameters (weights) to optimize parameters and  is a constant that controls the growth parameters. The second term in J is known as weight decay and used usually in the context of classification problems .This technique has been analyzed in the framework of leaning theory and it was shown that is a very simple manner to implement a regularization method in a neural network in order to optimize the compromise between the learning error and the generalization error. Thanks to the classic back-propagation algorithm, the parameters are modifying as:
This algorithm easily includes the effect of the second term of the cost function J and by taking
Since a fuzzy inference system is concerned, we adapt this formula by multiplying  by the firing term of the rule, namely
 is the truth value of the premise part of the triggered rule.
If we limit the optimization only on the conclusions parameters 
The proposed controller
The block diagram of the STFIS PI-type controller is shown in fig. 3 . The output of the controller is modified by a self-tuning mechanism which is shown in the last sections.
All MFs for controller inputs, ie e and e are defined on the common normalized domain [-1, 1]. Example of fuzzification in our case we chose the membership functions of Gaussian type and sigmoid. The MFs for both normalized inputs (e N and e N ) and output (u N ) of the controller have defined on the common normalized domain [-1, 1] . The relationships between the SFs (G e , G e and G u ) and the input and output variables of STFIS PI-type controller are as follows: 9) e N = G e . e (10) u N = G u . u (11) The operation of PI-type STFIS can be described by:
In Eq. (12) k is the sampling instance and u is the incremental change in controller output which is determined by the Self tuning Fuzzy Inference System learning Algorithm.
Simulation results
Use In this section we apply the theoretical results presented in the preceding section to an inverted pendulum stabilization problem. The stabilization problem is to design a controller to keep the pendulum in its unstable equilibrium point in the presence of disturbances. Because of its dynamically rich structure, inverted pendulum system is widely used in the literature to check validity of control strategies [5] .
The dynamic equation of inverted pendulum can be given [6] : A STFIS PI-type controller based on an on-line optimization of a zero order Takagi-Sugeno inference system is successfully applied. It is used to minimize the cost function that is made up of a quadratic error term.
Example of fuzzification in our case we chose the membership functions of Gaussian type and sigmoid. The Memberships functions are normalized and shared in five subsets for all displacement (fig.4) . The linguistic labels are defined follows: NB: Negative Big, NS: Negative Small, Z approximately Zero, PS: positive Small and PB: Positive Big.
For the STFIS network parameters, there were five memberships functions of type sigmoid and Gaussians ( fig.3) and β = 0.00001, η= 0.7and b=0. 3 .
The fig.5 shows the STFIS PI-type controller response of the inverted pendulum for the given desired point angle trajectory and fig. 6 shows the Control input for inverted pendulum. It is found that actual trajectories of the inverted pendulum are almost merged with the desired trajectory, with the presence of the perturbations.
Form this inference, it is concluded that STFIS PItype training is completely satisfied and inverted pendulum tracking error is almost nearly zero fig.7 . So, we can claim that the extracted rules are quite logical and coherent. On the other hand, the main advantage of the described technique is the optimization of the controller with respect to the actual characteristics of the engine. The use of a function cost gathering a quadratic error and a term of regression of the weights enabled us to achieve our goal. NB  NB  NB  NS  NS  Z  NS  NB  NS  NS  Z  PS  Z  NS  NS  Z  PS  PS  PS  NS  Z  PS  PS  PB  PB  Z  PS  PS  PB  PB   Table 3 : Expertise Terms linguistic.
Conclusion
An on-line Self-tunable PI-type fuzzy inference system is presented to realize the stabilizing tracking control problem for inverted pendulum system. We have presented and implemented an optimization technique allowing an on-line adjustment of the fuzzy controller parameters. The descent gradient algorithms, with its capacities to adapt to unknown situations by the means of its faculties of optimization, and the fuzzy logic, with its capacities of empirical knowledge modeling, are combined to control. Indeed, we have obtained an online optimized Takagi-Sugeno type FIS of zero order (STFIS). The STFIS which not require the good knowledge of the model is simple, economical and safe since it is done on control. It leads to very quick and efficient optimization technique. A comparison between the STFIS set rules and that deduced by human expertise, shows the validity of the proposed technique. The feasibility of STFIS PI-type controller for inverted pendulum has been proved and illustrated by simulation. The STFIS controller presented very interesting tracking features and was able to respond to different dynamic conditions. 
